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0. Introduction
In 1933, Ulam (see [34]) posed the following problem:
Problem. If A and B are topological spaces such that A"AA and B"BB are homeomorphic,
are A and B homeomorphic?
It is not di$cult to see that in such generality this question has a negative answer. On the other
hand, when one requires that the spaces involved are more regular (i.e., compact connected
manifolds or polyhedra) then the above problem becomes much more challenging. But even in this
case the answer is negative. In 1948, Fox (see [9]) constructed two four-dimensional compact,
connected manifolds which are nonhomeomorphic but whose Cartesian squares are homeomor-
phic. After that, other such examples were constructed by Glimm [11], Kwun [18], and McMillan
[20].
It turns out, however, that Ulam's problem has a positive solution for compact 2-manifolds (cf.
[5,9]). A much deeper result of Rosicki [26] gives a positive answer to Ulam's question for compact
connected two-dimensional polyhedra. His paper also contains the following:
Question. Do there exist nonhomeomorphic, compact, connected three-dimensional polyhedra A and
B such that AA and BB are homeomorphic?
A result of Sieradski [31] shows that if ¸ and ¸ are two three-dimensional lens spaces with
isomorphic fundamental groups then ¸¸ and ¸ ¸ are simple homotopy equivalent. To put
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this in perspective, recall that homotopy equivalent lens spaces need not be simply homotopy
equivalent (see [8]). In this paper, we shall answer Rosicki's question a$rmatively by showing that
the squares are in fact di!eomorphic.
Theorem A. Let q'1 be given, let a, b be integers prime to q, and let ¸(q; a) and ¸(q; b) be the lens
spaces associated to the representations of 

dexned by
c ) (z

, z

)"(cz

, cz

),
c ) (z

, z

)"(cz

, cz

),
respectively. Then ¸(q; a)¸(q; a) and ¸(q; b)¸(q; b) are diweomorphic.
Since two "nite cyclic groups have isomorphic squares if and only if the groups themselves are
isomorphic, it follows that squares of three-dimensional lens spaces are classi"ed up to di!eomor-
phism by their fundamental groups.
In fact, our methods lead to a complete classi"cation of nth powers of lens spaces, where n is an
arbitrary integer*2. Given a space or smooth manifoldA we shall denote its nth Cartesian power
(" its n-fold Cartesian product with itself) by A.
TheoremB. Let ¸ and ¸ be two three-dimensional lens spaces, and let n*2 be an integer. If n is even,
then¸ is diweomorphic (resp. homeomorphic) to¸ if and only if the fundamental groups of ¸ and
¸ are isomorphic. If n is odd, then ¸ is diweomorphic (resp. homeomorphic) to ¸ if and only if
¸ and ¸ are homotopy equivalent.
The principal ingredients in the proofs of the main results are surgery theory and an analysis of
the normal invariants of certain homotopy equivalences of squares of lens spaces. Both the
homotopy-theoretic and surgery-theoretic considerations turn out to require some fairly detailed
results about the behavior of surgery obstructions and normal invariants. If the fundamental group
of the lens spaces has odd order the proof is relatively simple, and we begin by disposing of this case
in Section 1. In Section 2, an analysis of surgery exact sequences and computational information
about their behavior under certain transfer homomorphisms are used to show that certain simple
homotopy equivalences of products of two lens spaces are homotopic to di!eomorphisms if their
normal invariants are trivial; not all of these products are squares. The results of Section 3 imply
that certain homotopy equivalences from ¸(q; a)¸(q; a) to ¸(q; b)¸(q; b) considered by
Sieradski [31] have trivial normal invariants if q is divisible by 8 and ab,$1mod8, while if q is
divisible by 8 and ab,$3mod8 then the simple homotopy equivalences of [31] have nontrivial
normal invariants. In order to complete the proof, it is necessary to compose certain Sieradski
homotopy equivalences with simple homotopy self-equivalences having the same normal invari-
ants. A relatively elementary construction of such self-equivalences is given in Section 5, where the
proof of Theorem A is completed. In Section 6, we prove Theorem B and show that the results on
lens spaces lead to a negative answer to Ulam's question in every dimension*4. The methods of
[9] strongly suggest the existence of examples in all higher dimensions but this fact does not seem
to be established in the literature.
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The lens spaces considered here are examples of Seifert "bered 3-manifolds. This class of
manifolds is large and important in the theory of 3-manifolds, and it is natural to ask if there are
other examples of nonhomeomorphic closed 3-manifolds * and particularly Seifert 3-manifolds
* with di!eomorphic or homeomorphic squares. In [17], we show that no other examples exist
within the class of Seifert 3-manifolds, and we also show this for another family of 3-manifolds that
includes all lens spaces; namely, the class of all irreducible geometric 3-manifolds that are rational
homology spheres or connected sums of such manifolds that have no lens spaces in their prime
decompositions.
The "rst examples of nonstandard di!eomorphisms between products of three-dimensional lens
spaces were constructed byMetzler [21,22], and some of his methods were used by Sieradski in his
work. One major di!erence between Metzler's results and ours is that his generally involve
products where the fundamental groups of the factors have relatively prime orders.
1. Odd order fundamental groups
Let ¸ and ¸ be lens spaces with isomorphic fundamental groups and suppose that
f :¸¸P¸ ¸ is a simple homotopy equivalence. For each prime divisor p of the order q of


(¸)+

(¸), let ¸p and ¸p denote the covering spaces associated to the Sylow p-subgroup
of the fundamental group. Since ¸¸ and ¸ ¸ are even dimensional and have "nite abelian
fundamental groups, by Kwasik and Schultz [16, Theorem B(i)], the map f is homotopic to
a di!eomorphism if for each prime divisor p, the liftings
fp :¸p¸pP¸p¸p
of f to the coverings associated to the Sylow p-subgroups are homotopic to di!eomor-
phisms.
Surgery theory is generally much easier to apply for fundamental groups of odd order than for
arbitrary "nite groups, and therefore we shall begin by proving the main result for lens spaces
whose fundamental groups have odd order.
Theorem 1.1. Let q be an odd integer*3, and ¸ and ¸ be two lens spaces whose fundamental groups
have order q. Then ¸¸ is diweomorphic to ¸ ¸.
Proof. By the results of Sieradski we know that ¸¸ and ¸ ¸ are simple homotopy equivalent
[31, Theorem 3, p. 86]. Let h :¸¸P¸ ¸ be a simple homotopy equivalence. We want to show
that we can choose h to be homotopic to a di!eomorphism. For the time being assume that h is an
arbitrary simple homotopy equivalence. Consider the long exact surgery sequence:
2P¸

(



) P S

(¸ ¸) P [¸ ¸,G/O] P¸

(



).
Since ¸

(



)"0 (cf. [1]), it su$ces to show that ([h])"0 in [¸ ¸,G/Top].
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A simple computation gives
[¸ ¸,G/O]+H(¸ ¸;  )H(¸ ¸;

)+



,
where the additive structure is given by the direct sum H-space structure on G/O. Moreover, the
copy of 

goes nontrivially to ¸

(



) under , because it is detected by the classical Arf
invariant.
Since both ¸ and ¸ are parallelizable, it follows that ([h]) in fact lies in the image of [¸ ¸;G].
Therefore, it would su$ce to show that the map
[¸ ¸,G/O]P[¸ ¸; BO]
given by taking the underlying (stable) vector bundle is trivial on elements of odd
order.
We shall prove that the latter holds if q is not divisible by 3 and that it nearly holds if
q is divisible by 3. Recall (cf. [4]) that the map G/OPBO given by taking the underlying
vector bundle is a map of in"nite loop spaces. This is helpful for us because we
can now use the splitting of ¸ as a wedge XS in the category of "nite
spectra to write [¸ ¸,G/O] and [¸ ¸,BO] as direct sums; the space X
is just the Moore space S

e. With respect to this splitting H(¸ ¸; ) comes from
a stable summand of ¸ ¸ of the form XX, and thus by naturality it su$ces to consider the
map
[XX,G/O]	
P[XX; BO]	
 .
The domain and codomain of this map are both isomorphic to 

, and in fact the homomorphism
is given by tensoring the map
+

(G/O)P

(BO)+
with 

. Since the map of homotopy groups is multiplication by 24, it follows that the kernel
of the map of interest to us has exponent dividing 24. If 3 does not divide the odd integer q, it
follows that the kernel is trivial, and accordingly the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 follows in these
cases.
Suppose now that 3 does divide q. Let r"3q, and let M and M be lens spaces such that their
fundamental groups have order r and M and M have 3-sheeted coverings given by ¸ and ¸,
respectively. Furthermore, let> be the stableMoore space summand S
	
e ofM analogous toX.
If H is an arbitrary simple homotopy equivalence fromMM toM M, then H lifts to a simple
homotopy equivalence HH from ¸¸ to ¸ ¸, and the normal invariant of HH is just the
pullback of the normal invariant of H under the covering projection from MM to ¸¸.
Cellular approximation implies that the covering space projection fromM to ¸ may be assumed
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to send X into >, and therefore we have a commutative diagram of the following form:
In this diagram the horizontal arrows correspond to multiplication by 24 and the vertical arrows
are merely the usual surjections from 
	
to 

. By the preceding discussion the normal invariant of
H is an element whose order divides 3 in [>>,G/O]	
+	 , and we also know that the image
of this element in [XX,G/O]	
+ is the normal invariant of HH. Therefore, it follows that
the normal invariant of the homotopy equivalence HH must vanish when q is divisible by 3, and
therefore the conclusion of Theorem 1.1 also follows. 
2. Surgery obstructions
In the proof of the main theorem for odd order fundamental groups, two important simpli"ca-
tions are that the surgery obstruction groups have relatively simple descriptions and the normal
invariants are easy to handle. An extension of the main result to even order fundamental groups
will require a more detailed analysis of the roles of these two aspects of the surgery exact sequences
for squares of lens spaces. This section is devoted to studying the Wall groups ¸

(



,1) and
their actions in the surgery exact sequences; in Section 3 there will be a corresponding analysis of
the normal invariants.
The analysis of simple homotopy equivalences of lens space squares requires a notion of
diagonalization for the associated isomorphisms of fundamental groups. To develop the latter, we
need the concept of a polarization of an arcwise connected spaceX with fundamental group ; this
is technically a homotopy class of maps from X to K(,1) that induces an isomorphism of
fundamental groups, but by abuse of language we shall refer to a map itself as a polarization.
There is a standard polarization of ¸(q; a)"S/

obtained from the isometric 

action on
S that de"nes the lens space, and we shall denote it by k

. Of course, the product of two
polarizations XPK(,1) and XPK(,1) is again a polarization, and this yields canonical
polarizations of lens space squares.
Theorem 2.1. Let q*2 be an integer divisible by 8, let a, a and b be integers that are prime to q, and
let f :¸(q; a)¸(q; a)P¸(q; b)¸(q; b) be a simple homotopy equivalence satisfying the following
conditions:
(i) f is normally cobordant to the identity.
(ii) There is a homotopy commutative diagram [C

] of the form
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where k(u, v) denotes the canonical polarization and g, g are homotopy self equivalences of K(

, 1).
(iii) f covers a simple homotopy equivalence
fM :¸(2q; a)¸(2q; a)P¸(2q; b)¸(2q; b)
with the same properties, and the covering space projections dexne a map from diagram [C

] to
diagram [C


]. THEN f is homotopic to a diweomorphism.
One can choose the simple homotopy equivalences of [31] so that the hypotheses of the
proposition hold, so the result will apply to some (in fact, in"nitely many) of these maps.
Proof. Write q"2r (so that k*3), and let M

"¸(2r; a), N

"¸(2r; a), ¸

"¸(2r; b),
M


"¸(2
r, a), N


"¸(2
r, a) and ¸


"¸(2
r,b). The covering hypothesis implies
there is a commutative diagram
where 

, 

and 

are the 2-fold coverings. We claim that f is homotopic to a di!eomorphism.
Consider the commutative diagram of surgery exact sequences.
Clearly, [M

N

, f ]"tr[M


N


,fM ], and by assumption we know that 

[M

N

, f ]
and 


[M


N


,fM ] both vanish. Therefore, it remains to show that [M

N

, f ] cannot be
written as a nontrivial class of the form 

() for some 3¸

(Z
	
Z
	
).
Write 

as 


	
. Then 



+




	

	
. The result in [36, Theorem 2.4.2],
implies ¸

(




	

	
)+¸

(



). This and a transfer argument when applied to
[¸

¸

,G/TOP] imply that, without loss of generality, we can assume 

(¸

)+

for some
k*1. Now, Theorem 3.3.2 in [36] or Theorem 6 in [2] gives ¸

(



)+





. In
order to prove Theorem 2.1, we must show that [M

N

, f ]im 

!	[¸

¸

, id]
, where


:¸

(



)PS

(NN) is the usual Wall group action.
Our "rst observation is that im 

-

. Namely, it turns out that two copies of 

in
¸

(



) are in the so-called `Oozea subgroup. In other words, these two copies of 

are in
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the images of the homomorphisms 

:[(¸

¸

),G/TOP]P¸

(



) and its smooth analog
	

:[(¸

¸

),G/O]P¸

(



) in the long exact surgery sequences. There probably are
several ways of seeing this; one possibility is as follows:
If= is any of the lens spaces under consideration, then a simple computation (cf. [30, p. 155])
gives
[(==);G/TOP]+H((==);

)H((==); )H((==);

).
In particular,H((==);

)+H
(==;

)+H

(==;

)+



. Let f

:X

P(==),
i"1,2,3,4, be normal maps with normal invariants classi"ed byH

(==; 

). In the notation of
([12, p. 351]), these maps are classi"ed by their Arf invariants ARF

(f

)3H

(==;

). Now,
Theorem A(d) in ([12, p. 351]) asserts that the surgery obstruction ( f

)3¸

(



) of each of
these maps is essentially determined by 

(ARF

(f

)), where


:H

(



;

)P¸

(



)
is an universal homomorphism constructed in [12]. (The homomorphism cH in Theorem A(d) can
be disregarded in our case.) Since the homomorphism 

is a monomorphism (cf. [12, Theorem
6.8]), then indeed the images of the smooth and topological surgery obstructions into ¸

(



)
are isomorphic to 



. The results are the same for smooth and topological surgery because
the map 

(G/O)P

(G/TOP) is an isomorphism.
Now the commutativity of the diagram
(where F is the forgetful homomorphism in the Rothenberg exact sequence) implies that




LOoze (¸

(



)), and hence im 

is either trivial or isomorphic to 

. If im 

"0,
then our claim follows; therefore, assume im 

+

.
We shall show now that one copy of 

LOoze ¸

(



), k*2, is determined by a copy of


in ¸

(



)+





, under the transfer
trH :¸( )P¸()
which is induced by the standard inclusion


6

.
To prove this claim, we appeal to the following `iterated transfera argument. Express
trH :¸( )P¸( )
as a composition of transfers
¸

(



)P¸

(



)P2P¸

(



)
each being induced by the inclusion of the index two subgroup of the form




6



.
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It follows from Theorem 5 in [23] that the image of the transfer homomorphism on each
stage
¸

(



)P¸

(



)
consists of a copy of 

. Moreover, this copy of 

survives under the composition of consecutive
transfers. To see this, let t be a generator of 

and let "t be a generator of 

.
The Tate cohomology groups
H(K

[



]), H(K

[



])
determine elements in the corresponding ¸-groups ¸

(



), ¸

(



) via the version of
a Rothenberg exact sequence (cf. [23]). In particular, the elements (1#t#t) and (1##)
represent generators in 

L¸

(



) and 

L¸

(



), respectively (Lemma 5,
p. 345). Moreover,
trH(1#t#t)"(1##) (Lemma 5 once again).
Consider now the commutative diagram:
We want to show that the composite in this diagram is onto ¸

(



)+



. By
symmetry it su$ces to "nd preimages for each 

summand. Since
trH :H (¸¸ ;  )PH (P¸ ; ) is nontrivial, and in fact
im trH++trH ((H (¸ ; )H (¸ ; ))+H(P, )H (¸ ; )+
it follows that the image of the composite is equal to Ooze¸

(



). Note that
Ooze¸

(



)+



(i.e., Theorem A in [12] applies here because SK

(



)+0 by
Oliver [25, Theorem 14.2, p. 330]) and that the Ooze subgroup is transfer invariant. By symmetry it
follows that im trH+ for
trH :¸( )P¸( )
and in particular, for 

+H. Ooze¸

(



),
trH(H)"0.
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To show that [M

N

, f ] im 

!	[¸

¸

, id]
, observe that conditions (ii) and (iii) in the
statement of the proposition yield the following commutative diagram:
By conditions (ii) and (iii) the map fM lifts to a simple homotopy equivalence
f :M

N


P¸

¸


such that the lifting of the latter toM

N

is f, and clearly [M

N


, f]3S

(¸

¸


) and
trH([MN
 , f])"[MN , f ]3S	(¸¸ ).
As before, 



LOoze¸

(




) and we can assume [M

¸


, f]3im 


+

. If


+H. Ooze¸

(




), then
trH
(H)"trH ([MN
 , f])"[MN , f]" trH(H)" (0)"0.
This implies [M

N

, f ] is trivial in S
	
(¸

¸

), so in particular f is homotopic to a di!eomor-
phism. 
3. Normal invariants of Sieradski's maps
The results of Section 2 reduce the proof of the main result to studying the normal invariants of
the simple homotopy equivalences of lens space squares constructed by Sieradski in [31]. Since lens
spaces are orientable 3-manifolds and all such manifolds are parallelizable, it follows that all
homotopy equivalences between squares of lens spaces are tangential (i.e., the pullback of the
tangent bundle of the target manifold is the tangent bundle of the source). It is well known [6] that
closed parallelizable manifolds are equivalent to their own Spanier}Whitehead duals in stable
homotopy theory, and in fact it is also well known (see [19]) that the normal invariant of
a homotopy equivalence of closed parallelizable manifolds is given by
H(D(hS)), (3.1)
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where D(hS):NSPMS is the Spanier}Whitehead dual of hS, the map
:	NS,MS
P	N,S
 sends a class H:MSPNS to the projection of H N onto S,
and
H : 	N,S
+[N,G]P[N,G/O]
is induced by the composite of the map SPG essentially given by track sum with the identity
map and the canonical projection GPG/O (for example, this is implicit in [24, p. 315]; [27,
de"nition of r

, p.140]). Even though the domain and codomain of H have natural abelian group
structures, the map H is not necessarily additive. By construction, the composite of the standard
inclusion [N,SO]P[N,G] with the inverse of the isomorphism 	N,S
+[N,G] is given by the
classical J-homomorphism.
Given a positive integer r prime to q and a second integer d congruent to rmod q, by obstruction
theory there is a unique homotopy class of maps u from ¸(q; a) to ¸(q; ad) that is polarization
preserving (in the sense of Section 2; i.e., k

u"k

) and has degree d. An explicit representative is
given by the map :¸(q; a)P¸(q; ad) that lifts to the map of universal covering spaces I :SPS
given by
I (z

, z

)"(z

, z

).
These maps play a crucial role in Sieradski's construction of simple homotopy equivalences from
¸(q; a)¸(q; a) to ¸(q; 1)¸(q, 1). His maps admit canonical factorizations of the form
¸(q; a)¸(q; a) P¸(q; a)¸(q, 1)	P ¸(q; 1)¸(q; 1),
where f:¸(q; a)P¸(q; 1) is a homotopy equivalence and G is a polarization preserving simple
homotopy equivalence describable as follows: Let P:¸(q; a)P¸(q; a)S be the pinching map
de"ned by collapsing the boundary of a smoothly embedded closed 3-disk in¸(q; a) to a point; then
the codomain of the squared map PP is a union of the four closed subspaces:
¸(q; a)¸(q; a),
S¸(q; a),
¸(q; a)S,
SS
and the intersection of each pair of subspaces lies in ¸(q; a)¸(q; a). Using this decomposition one
de"nes a map  from (¸(q; a)S)(¸(q; a)S) to ¸(q; a)¸(q; 1) by starting with  on
¸(q; a)¸(q; a). By construction, ta"kq#1 for some integer k, and we de"ne  on S¸(q; a)
by the composite
S¸(q; a)
 

P S¸(q; ta) P 	pt.
¸(q; 1)-¸(q; a)¸(q; 1), (3.2)
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where  is the usual transitive action of S on the simple lens space ¸(q; a). Likewise, the de"nition
of  on ¸(q; a)S is given by a composite
S¸(q; a)	

P S¸(q; a) P ¸(q; a)	pt.
-¸(q; a)¸(q; 1), (3.3)
where  is an extension of the map S¸(q; a)P¸(q; a) given by the universal covering on the
"rst summand and the identity on the second; the existence of  is established in [31, Proposition 2,
p. 90]. Finally, on SS the map is given by
SSP SS	P ¸(q; a)¸(q; 1), (3.4)
where  and  denote the universal coverings, and k is the k-fold sum of  in 

(¸(q; 1)). It
follows that the composite G"(PP) is a polarization preserving map and that the matrix of
GH/Torsion:H(¸(q; a)¸(q; a))/TorsionPH (¸(q; a)¸(q; a))/Torsion
with respect to the standard KuK nneth Formula basis has the form

q kq
q t .
Since this matrix has determinant 1, it follows that G is a homotopy equivalence. For purposes of
computing the normal invariant of G, the following result is helpful:
Proposition 3.5. The homotopy equivalence G is normally cobordant to the disjoint union of 
with (3.2)}(3.4).
Sketch of Proof. Given any closed manifoldM, the boundary connected sum N"MISI
de"nes a cobordism fromM toMZS and has the homotopy ofMS, and ifM is parallelizable,
then so is the cobordism. Using this, one can construct a cobordism
="MN
	/

(N(MZS))
(parallelizable, if appropriate) from MM to
(MM)Z(SM)Z(MS)Z(SS)
with a canonical map to (MS)(MS). Specializing to M"¸(q; a), we obtain a cobordism
homotopy equivalent to the domain of, and it is a routine exercise to verify that the restrictions of
the corresponding map  (on =) to the two ends are G and the map in the statement of the
proposition. 
Given a map f : NPM of closed parallelizable manifolds of the same dimension, the re"ned
normal invariant  (f) of f will be the image of the composite D( fS) in 	M,S
 described
previously. One useful feature of this concept is that  sends maps on disjoint unions to sums in
stable cohomotopy. This and Proposition 3.5 yield a strategy for computing  (G) in terms of the
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re"ned normal invariants of the pieces. The most important piece involves the map . Since
the re"ned normal invariant construction sends cartesian products into cup products in stable
cohomology, it su$ces to compute the e!ect of the re"ned normal invariant construction on a map
	 :¸(q; a)P¸(q; ra). Since the Sullivan class map k

:G/OPK(

,2) is 4-connected, it follows that
the normal invariant is determined by its k

class inH(¸(q; ra);

), which is 0 if q is odd and 

if
q is even. The following result is an immediate consequence of the methods of [29]:
Proposition 3.6. Let q be even, let a and r be prime to q, and let 	 be as before. Then k

(	) is zero if
r,$1mod8 and [¸(q; ra),G/O]+H(¸(q; ra);

)+

.
Furthermore, the methods of [28, Section 1] imply that this localized normal invariant is the
image of the previously discussed re"ned normal invariant under the composite
	¸,S
P[¸,G/O] "P [¸,G/O]

(division by r in [28, Section 1] changes nothing because the normal invariants lie in 

).
Proposition 3.7. Let q, a, r be as above, and let 	 be as before. Then k

 (	) is zero if r,$1mod 8
and nonzero if r,$3mod8.
Proof. By construction the map 	 is an r-fold branched covering of the sort considered in [29,
Section 3], and therefore the results and methods of [29, especially Theorem 3.3, p. 597] imply that
the 2-local normal invariant of 	 is given by the composite
¸(q; ra) PK(Z

, 1)-P
A	P G/O

,
where A(r) gives the standard solution to the r-local Adams conjecture for bundles of the form
	!. The map H(P;

)PH(¸(q; ra);

) is an isomorphism, so everything reduces to
computing the k

class forA(r). Formulas of Brum"el and Madsen [7, Proposition 6.1, p. 154; see
also (8.6), p. 163] show that this class is zero if r,$1mod 8 and nonzero if r,$3mod8. 
Putting all of this together, we obtain a complete formula for the normal invariants of Sieradski's
simple homotopy equivalences.
Theorem 3.8. Let q'1 be given, let t and a be prime to q so that ta,1mod q, and let
G :¸(q; a)¸(q; a)P¸(q; a)¸(q; 1)
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be the homotopy equivalence in [31]. Then the normal invariant (G) is given as follows:
(i) If q is odd, it is trivial.
(ii) If q is even, it is trivial if a,$1mod8 and nontrivial if a,$3mod8. In the latter case, the
normal invariant is given by the sum of the images of the generators of H(¸(q; a);

) and
H(¸(q; 1);

) under the homomorphisms induced by the projections:
¸(q; a)¸(q; 1)P¸(q; a),
¸(q; a)¸(q; 1)P¸(q, 1),
respectively.
Proof. By Proposition 3.5 it su$ces to analyze the normal invariants on the four maps given by
 and (3.2)}(3.4), and by Proposition 3.7, it su$ces to show that the last three of these make no
contribution to the normal invariant. Let ¸"¸(q, a) and ¸"¸(a, 1). Consider "rst the map in
(3.4) from SS to ¸¸, whose re"ned normal invariant construction can be determined from
the factors. Once again we have maps SP¸ so it su$ces to localize at 2 and assume q is even.
Since SP¸ is a multiple of the universal covering map and the latter is S-dual to the transfer
¸PS (cf. [3]), it follows that we are considering the S-dual to a map of the form
SS
	P SS	P ¸¸.
Using the naturality of the Hopf construction
Maps(X>,Z)PMaps(X*>,SZ),
we see that the normal invariant is merely k times the smash product of the transfer from ¸ and ¸
to S. But ta,1mod q implies ta"kq#1, where q divides k, and each transfer has exponent
dividing q. Therefore, this component of the normal invariant is trivial, which means that
SSP¸¸ extends to a map of some parallelizable compact 7-manifold ;P¸¸.
To complete the proof it su$ces to show that one can reframe the domains of the maps in (3.3)
and (3.4) so that the associated elements in the framed bordism group 	

(¸¸) are zero. The
arguments in both cases are similar, so we shall focus on (3.3) which is slightly more subtle ( is less
explicit than ). If ¸"¸(q, a) then this normal invariant piece is S-dual to an S-map
S
 P S¸	P S¸ P¸-¸¸
and since the inclusion ¸-¸¸ is a retract, it su$ces to show that the S-dual of the composite
SP¸, which corresponds to an S-map  from S(S

e
) to S, is homotopically trivial or at
least negligible. The latter will hold if we can show that  lies in the image of the J-homomorphism
from [S(S

e
), SO] to 	S(S

e
),S
. Since 

"


"

(SO)"


(SO)"0, this reduc-
es to the surjectivity of the classical J-homomorphism from 

(SO) to 

, which is well known. This
completes the proof of Theorem 3.7. 
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4. More di4eomorphic squares of lens spaces
In this section, we shall prove that there are at most two homeomorphism/di!eomorphism
classes of spaces of the form ¸(q; a)¸(q; a) if q is divisible by 8 and exactly one class otherwise.
The "rst step is to prove that ¸(q; a)¸(q; a) is di!eomorphic to ¸(q; b)¸(q; b) if ¸(q; a) is
homotopy equivalent to ¸(q; b).
Proposition 4.1. If M and N are homotopy equivalent of three-dimensional lens spaces. Then MM
and NM are diweomorphic.
Proof. If ¸(q; a) and ¸(q; b) are homotopy equivalent, then by the homotopy classi"cation of lens
spaces we know that$ab is a square mod q. Since elementary considerations imply that a and
b are congruent mod q to integers a and b such that$ab is a perfect square mod8q, without loss of
generality, we may assume that $ab is a perfect square mod8q. Thus there is a homotopy
equivalence fM :¸(8q; a)P¸(8q; b). Let f:¸(q; a)P¸(q; b) be the canonical lifting of fM .
Write N"¸(q; a) and M"¸(q; b). The Whitehead torsion (f) of f is generally nontrivial, but
the Whitehead torsion of fid:NMPMM is trivial because of the product formula (cf. [8, p.
77]):
(fid)"(N) ) iH( f )#(N) ) jH(id ).
Here i, j:NPNN are the inclusions onto "rst and second factor in NN, and (N)"0 is the
Euler characteristic of N.
By Theorem 2.1 the simple homotopy equivalence fid

is homotopic to a di!eomorphism if its
normal invariant vanishes. Therefore, we have to show that fid:NMPMM has trivial
normal invariant; i.e.,
([NM, fid])"03[MM,G/O].
To see this, consider the `long exact surgery sequence in dimension 3a (cf. [10, p. 200]):


(M) P [M;G/Top] P¸

(

).
Here the set of 

(N) is de"ned in terms of homology [

] equivalences and corresponding
H-cobordism classes (i.e., [10, p. 200]). Note that [M;G/O]+[M;G/Top]+H(M,

) because
M is three-dimensional. Therefore,
[M;G/O]+[M;G/Top]+H(M;

)+

and this copy of 

injects into ¸

(

)+

(once again Theorem A in [12]). Since f : NPM is
a homotopy equivalence, it follows that 

([f])"0, which implies 

([ f ])"0. Since f is normally
cobordant to the identity, so is fid. This "nishes the proof of Proposition 4.1. 
Corollary 4.2. If M and N are homotopy equivalent lens spaces then MM and NN are
diweomorphic. Furthermore, if k

and k

are canonical polarizations of M and N one can choose the
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diweomorphism F so that the diagram below is homotopy commutative for suitable homotopy self-
equivalences g, g of K(

,1):
Proof. As in the proof of Proposition 4.1 writeN"¸(q; a) andM"¸(q; b), and likewise take f to
be the lifting of a homotopy equivalence fM :¸(8q, a)P¸(8q, b). Let g be a homotopy inverse to fM , and
let g:MPN be the canonical lifting of g . Then Proposition 4.1 implies that both fid

and id

g
are homotopic to di!eomorphisms, and therefore the composite
F

"(id

g)(fid

) : NNPMM
is also homotopic to a di!eomorphism, say F. By construction F

"ts into a commutative diagram
of the type described above, and thereforeF "ts into a homotopy commutative diagram of the same
type. 
We shall combine this with Theorem 3.8 to prove the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.3. (i) If q is not divisible by 8, then for each a, b prime to q, the lens space squares
¸(q; a)¸(q; a) and ¸(q; b)¸(q; b) are diweomorphic.
(ii) If q is divisible by 8 and a, b are prime to q such that a,$bmod8, then the lens space squares
¸(q; a)¸(q; a) and ¸(q; b)¸(q; b) are diweomorphic.
In particular, the conclusion of (ii) implies that every lens space square under consideration is
di!eomorphic to
¸(q;1)¸(q;1) or ¸(q;c)¸(q;c),
where c is prime to q and satis"es c,3mod8.
Proof. There are three cases:
Case 1: Suppose q is divisible by 8 and a and b are congruent to$1mod8. The results of Section
3 yield a simple homotopy equivalence hM

:¸(2q;a)¸(2q;a)P¸(2q;a)¸(2q;1) with trivial normal
invariants, and if we compose this with the di!eomorphism ¸(2q;a)¸(2q;1)P¸(2q;1)¸(2q;1)
from Proposition 4.1, we obtain another simple homotopy equivalence
hM

:¸(2q;a)¸(2q;a)P¸(2q;1)¸(2q;1) with trivial normal invariant. If h is the lifting of hM to
a simple homotopy equivalence ¸(q;a)¸(q;a)P¸(q;1)¸(q;1), then by Theorem 2.1 h is
homotopic to a di!eomorphism, sayH. Similarly, there is a di!eomorphismK from ¸(q;b)¸(q;b)
to ¸(q;1)¸(q;1), and therefore KH is a di!eomorphism from ¸(q;a)¸(q;a)P¸(q;b)¸(q;b).
Case 2: Suppose q is not divisible by 8. By the results of Section 3 we may as well assume that q is
even and hence 4q is divisible by 8. Then a and b are odd, and we can choose integers a and b so
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that a,amod q, b,bmod q, a,$1mod8 and b,$1mod8. By Case 1 we know that
¸(4q;a)¸(4q;a) and ¸(4q;b)¸(4q;b)
are di!eomorphic. Since their respective covering spaces associated to the subgroup




-



are ¸(q;a)¸(q;a) and ¸(q;b)¸(q;b), respectively, we may lift the di!eomorphism given by Case
1 to obtain a di!eomorphism between the latter two manifolds.
Case 3: Suppose that q is divisible by 8 and a and b are congruent to$3mod8. In this case, the
argument in Case 1 yields simple homotopy equivalences
hM : ¸(2q;a)¸(2q;a)P¸(2q;1)¸(2q;1),
kM : ¸(2q;b)¸(2q;b)P¸(2q;1)¸(2q;1)
with the same nonzero normal invariant; speci"cally, (hM )"(kM ) is 2-primary and detected by its
k

Sullivan class, which is the sum of the generators for


+H(¸(q;1),

)H(¸(q;1);

)
and


+H(¸(q;1),

)H(¸(q;1);

)
in the KuK nneth Formula decomposition ofH(¸(q;1)¸(q;1);

). Let lM be a homotopy inverse to kM .
Then a couple of applications of the normal invariant formulas
(gf)"(f)#fH(g)
implies that (lM hM )"0, and therefore by Theorem 2.1 the lifted homotopy equivalence
lh:¸(q;a)¸(q;a)P¸(q;b)¸(q;b) is homotopic to a di!eomorphism. 
5. Completion of the proof
As noted after the statement of Theorem 4.3, there are at most two di!eomorphism classes of
squares of lens spaces with fundamental group 



if q is divisible by 8; namely, every such
square is di!eomorphic to either ¸(q;1)¸(q;1) or ¸(q;c)¸(q;c) where c is prime to q and
c,3mod8. By the results of Sections 1 and 3, there is a simple homotopy equivalence
h:¸(q;c)¸(q;c)P¸(q;1)¸(q;1) whose normal invariant (h) satis"es the following two conditions:
(5.1) `The Sullivan k

class of (h) in H(¸(q;1)¸(q;1);

) is the sum of the generators of
H(¸(q;1);

)

and 

H(¸(q;1);

) with respect to the KuK nneth Formula splitting
of H(¸(q;1)¸(q;1);

)a.
(5.2) `The localization of (h) away from 2 is trivial, and the higher 2-local Sullivan classes of (h)
are also triviala.
In order to complete the proof of the main result, we need to modify h to obtain a new simple
homotopy equivalence that is homotopic to a di!eomorphism. Such a map is homotopic to
a composite gh where the factor g is a simple homotopy self-equivalence of ¸(q;1)¸(q;1) and the
formula for normal invariants of a composite implies that gH(g)"(h) if gh is homotopic to
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a di!eomorphism. Since Theorem 2.1 implies that gh is homotopic to a di!eomorphism if and only
if (gh)"0, we obtain the following reduction of the proof of the main result:
Proposition 5.3. Let g be a simple homotopy self-equivalence of ¸(q;1)¸(q;1) such that g induces the
identity on homology and cohomology, and suppose that its normal invariant (g) satisxes (5.1) and
(5.2). Then gh is homotopic to a diweomorphism.
This follows because the homological condition implies that gH(g)"(g) and the hypothesis
implies (g)"(h), so that Theorem 2.1 and the composition formula imply gh is homotopic to
a di!eomorphism.
The main result thus reduces to proving the following statement:
Proposition 5.4. If q is even, then there is a simple homotopy self-equivalence g of ¸(q;1)¸(q;1) such
that (g) satisxes (5.1) and (5.2).
Proof. Let f be the homotopy self-equivalence of SS given by the following composite:
SSP SSSP (SS)(SS)P SS.
Here F:SPSS is a map whose projection on both factors represent generators of


(S)+

. Standard formulas for normal invariants (going back to Novikov's paper [24, pp.
327}328], especially Lemma 7.6 and Remark 1, p. 328) imply that the normal invariant
(f)3[SS,G/O]+

(G/O)

(G/O)

(G/O)
is the sum of the generators of the "rst two summands. By construction, f  SS is the identity.
Consider the principal¹ bundle  over SS given by the square of the principal circle bundle
SP¸(q; 1) 	P S. Since these torus bundles are classi"ed by two-dimensional integral cohomol-
ogy classes, and f is the identity on SS, it follows that fH is isomorphic to . This in turn implies
that f lifts to an S-equivariant simple homotopy self-equivalence g of ¸(q; 1)¸(q; 1) whose
restriction to ¸(q;1)¸(q;1) is the identity. For such principal bundle maps one has a normal
invariant formula
(g)"()H(f)
and since H:H(S;

)PH(¸(q;1);

) is an isomorphism, it follows that (g)"()H(f )
satis"es (3.1) and (3.2). This proves the proposition and also completes the proof of the main
result. 
6. Some further results
Higher powers of lens spaces: Clearly, there is an analog of Ulam's question for nth powers of
spaces for every integer n*3 (and of course one can even replace positive integers by arbitrary
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cardinal numbers). As indicated in Theorem B, our methods show that the classi"cation of
nontrivial lens space powers up to homeomorphism or di!eomorphism is exactly the same as the
classi"cation up to homotopy equivalence due to Sieradski [31]; namely, there is exactly one
homotopy type of nth powers if n is even, and there is a 1}1 correspondence between di!eomor-
phism (resp., homeomorphism) types of nth powers and ordinary homotopy types of lens spaces if
n*3 is odd.
Proof of Theorem B. If n is even, write n"2m. By the results of the previous sections we know that
¸¸ is di!eomorphic to ¸ ¸ if ¸ and ¸ have isomorphic fundamental groups. The mth
Cartesian power of such a di!eomorphism then yields a di!eomorphism from ¸ to ¸.
Conversely, if the two products are di!eomorphic then their fundamental groups are isomorphic,
and by the classi"cation of "nite abelian groups the fundamental groups of ¸ and ¸ must also be
di!eomorphic.
Suppose now that n*3 is odd. Since di!eomorphic manifolds are homotopy equivalent, the
existence of a homeomorphism from¸ to¸ implies that ¸ and ¸ are homotopy equivalent
by Theorem 3 and the Corollary [31, p. 22]. To prove that¸ is di!eomorphic to¸ if ¸ and
¸ are homotopy equivalent, we use the di!eomorphism ¸¸+¸ ¸ given by Proposition 4.1.
Speci"cally, for each k such that 1)k)n, take the product of the di!eomorphism¸¸+¸ ¸
given by 4.1 with k!1 copies of the identity on ¸ and n!k!1 copies of the identity on ¸. This
yields a di!eomorphism


:(
¸ ¸)P( ¸ ¸),
where A is de"ned to be a point for the sake of notational uniformity. The composite of these
di!eomorphisms then yields a di!eomorphism from ¸ to ¸. 
Squares of higher-dimensional manifolds: Finally, for each dimension*4 here is a construction
of two closed n-manifolds M, N that are not homotopy equivalent but have di!eomorphic
squares. This is based upon the following elementary observation.
Proposition 6.1. Let ¸ and¸ be three-dimensional lens spaces and let kO3 be a positive integer. Then
¸S and ¸ S are homotopy equivalent only if ¸ and ¸ are. Furthermore, the same is true for:
¸SS.
Proof. A homotopy equivalence induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups, and the torsion
subgroups of the (abelian) fundamental groups of ¸S and ¸ S (resp. ¸SS and
¸ SS) are equal to the fundamental groups of ¸ and ¸, respectively. Therefore, the
fundamental groups of ¸ and ¸ are isomorphic, if ¸S and ¸ S are homotopy equivalent and
likewise if ¸SS and ¸ SS are homotopy equivalent. In fact, it follows that the
appropriate composite
:¸L¸SK¸ SP¸,
:¸L¸SSK¸ SSP¸,
induces an isomorphism of fundamental groups.
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Suppose now that ¸SS and ¸ SS are homotopy equivalent. It follows that the
in"nite cyclic coverings corresponding to projections onto S are also homotopy equivalent; since
these are homeomorphic to ¸S and ¸ S, respectively, it follows that ¸S and
¸ S are homotopy equivalent in this case. Thus it su$ces to prove the assertion about products
with S for kO3.
We now have a situation where ¸S and ¸ S are homotopy equivalent for some positive
integer kO3; let h be such a homotopy equivalence. Consider now the map of universal coverings
from SS to itself induced by h. This map is also a homotopy equivalence, and as such it induces
an isomorphism on three-dimensional integral cohomology. Since kO3, it follows that the latter
implies that the lifting of  to the universal coverings induces an isomorphism in cohomology from
S to itself, and it follows that  must be a homotopy equivalence. 
Corollary 6.2. If ¸ and ¸ are three-dimensional lens spaces that have isomorphic fundamental groups
but are not homotopy equivalent, and n is a positive integer O3, then ¸S and ¸ S are
nonhomeomorphic manifolds whose squares are diweomorphic. Furthermore, ¸SS and
¸ SS are homotopy inequivalent manifolds that have diweomorphic squares.
This follows by combining Proposition 6.1 and Theorem A. 
Remarks on third powers in higher dimensions: The preceding does not provide any examples of
nonhomeomorphic manifolds with di!eomorphic third powers. In fact, such manifolds exist in
every dimension; for example, if ¸ and ¸ are nonhomeomorphic lens spaces then the products
¸¹ and ¸ ¹ with the k-torus are not homeomorphic. The proof involves some lengthy
additional digressions, so the argument will not be given here.
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